hi my name is Bobby Braun and I'm the NASA Chief Technologist the president is calling on the generation of today's students from our nation's universities to step up and create the future he recently talked with students at Penn State we need you to seek breakthroughs and new technologies that we can't even imagine if we at NASA believe that some of the most significant innovations in space exploration will come from the graduate student researchers who are in school today and this is why we've created the NASA Space Technology
graduate fellowships program we're seeking the most passionate and able group of innovators to make up our inaugural 2011 class of fellows and we want you to be part of NASA and we want NASA to help you fulfill your dreams join us as a space technology fellow and help develop solutions to nasa's space technology grand challenges we need more engineers and scientists in this country go to school invent technology build the future save the world the futures are is to create together I hope you'll join us at NASA thank you